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Giorgio Armani created his cosmetics
line based upon the same philosophy as
his fashion designs: natural, understated
and elegant. Colette Cassidy, Senior Face
Designer for Giorgio Armani at Brown
Thomas, Dublin, reveals the products and
secrets to perfecting, illuminating and
shaping your face to achieve the look.
1. PRIMER
Using your foundation brush, apply a light gel primer
to help foundation last throughout the day. Primer with
SPF 15, €35.
2. FOUNDATION
Your foundation should be the exact colour of your
skin. If you are wearing fake tan, make sure to keep
it light and natural-looking - do not go more than two
shades darker than your natural skin tone.
Choose a foundation with a light texture and oil-free
base, such as Luminous Silk Foundation, €33.50 and
apply with a brush. For fair skin, choose #4, #4.5 or
#5. For darker skin, #5.5 or #6.5
3. ILLUMINATE
Dab a fluid sheer onto the cheekbones, using your
foundation brush. Choose a soft peach or rose blush
and sweep over the apples of the cheeks.
4. POWDER
Set your foundation to make it long-lasting. Compact
powders are great for discreet touch-ups and will fit
into the smallest of bags. Dust lightly over the face for
even coverage. For fair skins, choose #2 or #3 in Silk
Foundation Powder, €40.

GEORGIO ARMANI

AISLING EYRE’S MAKE-UP
TOP TEN

8. Bobbi Brown Matte Stain for Lips:

1. Yves Saint Laurent Touche Éclat

creamy formula is easy to apply with your

concealer: ‘Magic. Try No.2.

fingertips for long-lasting colour.

2. Chanel Teint Compact Crème

Try Dessert Clay.’

‘This comes in a compact palette and the

Universel: (multivitamin fresh crème

9. Pout Plump Lip Gloss: ‘Go for

make-up): ‘Smooth, silky, light-weight and

natural over your lip colour. This is a

lasting.’

fail-proof plumper.’

3. MAC Powder (loose or compact):

10. Clarins par Armour: ‘I love this

‘The perfect finishing touch to seal

new scent. It’s a fresh and light summer

your make-up. Try Blot Film, paper oil-

fragrance that makes the perfect

absorbing tissues – makes any shine

finishing touch.’

vanish in an instant.’
4. Giorgio Armani Fresh Berry

For further information or

Blush: ‘The sheerest colour to give you a

consultations with Aisling Eyre,

natural, blushing glow.’

log on to www.makeupbyash.com

5. Stila Eyeshadow: ‘This range is

or Tel. 0872475335.

great. Buy an empty palette from the Stila
counter and fill with your own selection
of colours. Try Cloud – perfect for a soft
6. Lancôme L’Extreme Mascara:
‘Try the waterproof black. This does
everything – thickens, lengthens and
amplifies.’
7. Rimmel Eye, Brow and Lip
pencils: ‘This range is soft and easy
to apply. Try Cappuccino for lips.’
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6. LIPS
Your lip colour should complement the colours used
for eyes and cheeks. Apply a little foundation onto the
lips to help colour adhere for longer lasting wear. A lip
pencil will help to correct the shape of your natural lip
line and emphasise the ‘cupid’s bow’. A lip shimmer
applied to the centre of the lips will create a sexy pout.
7. FRAGRANCE
To finish off your look, add a touch of pure perfume,
such as Eau de Jade, a citrus fresh scent from the
Armani Prive Range. This collection is so exclusive it is
only sold in 8 select stores worldwide, including Brown
Thomas.
To achieve a professional make-up finish, you
must use the correct tools. Brushes are essential
to perfecting application. The Armani brush
collection is wholly natural will last a life time.
Blender Brush (for foundation) €50.
Blush Brush, €35
Eye Contour Brush, €30.50
Lip Brush, €20.50

bridal look.’
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5. EYES
Apply a light concealer under the eye area to
minimise dark circles. Precision Retouch, €26, is
great for lightweight but effective coverage and will
not emphasise any lines. Also apply concealer on the
eyelid to help eye shadow adhere.
Choose sheer, natural colours for the lid and apply a
neutral matte shade in the socket area to open up the
eyes. Use an eye pencil (#5) on the upper and lower
lash lines – not the lid, the very edge of the lash line to emphasise. Finish with mascara (Star Lash, €22.50)
to colour, lengthen and create volume. Do not apply
mascara to lower lashes – the application of eye pencil
to the lash line is suffice.
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For further information or to book a one-to-one
consultation, call 01 6171140.

